
Raster ConceptsRaster Concepts



Geography as rasterGeography as raster
Divides space into a matrix of Divides space into a matrix of 
equallyequally--sized cellssized cells

Cells store a sample of geography Cells store a sample of geography 
in their areain their area

Advantages of raster over Advantages of raster over 
vectorvector

Simpler data modelSimpler data model
Faster processing and displayFaster processing and display
Additional analytic toolsAdditional analytic tools
Better for unBetter for un--bounded phenomena bounded phenomena 
(like soil pH and elevation)(like soil pH and elevation)

Disadvantages of rasterDisadvantages of raster
GeneralizationGeneralization
Loss of feature uniquenessLoss of feature uniqueness



Features as rasterFeatures as raster

Features lose uniqueness with raster Features lose uniqueness with raster 
representationrepresentation

(a line becomes a collection of cells, not one feature)(a line becomes a collection of cells, not one feature)

vectorvector

rasterraster

PointsPoints PolygonsPolygonsLinesLines



Raster coordinate systemsRaster coordinate systems

MatrixMatrix
Cells located by row/column Cells located by row/column 
positionposition
Origin at upperOrigin at upper--leftleft
Rows and columns always Rows and columns always 
perpendicularperpendicular

CartesianCartesian
Cells located by Cells located by x,yx,y
May register to a map May register to a map 
projectionprojection
Used in ArcMapUsed in ArcMap

XX--axisaxisMap projection origin (0,0)Map projection origin (0,0)

Matrix origin (0,0)Matrix origin (0,0)
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Raster resolutionRaster resolution

Rasters always generalize spatial dataRasters always generalize spatial data
A function of cell size (smaller cells = higher resolution)A function of cell size (smaller cells = higher resolution)
Impacts accuracy, processing speed, storage spaceImpacts accuracy, processing speed, storage space

Cell sizeCell size

MatrixMatrix

Lake CellsLake Cells

100m100m 200m200m 400m400m

99

4 x 44 x 416 x 1616 x 16 5 x 55 x 5

10106868



Raster cell coincidenceRaster cell coincidence

Analysis between rasters compares values for Analysis between rasters compares values for 
cellscells
Rasters must be registered to a common Rasters must be registered to a common 
coordinate systemcoordinate system

55 1212 1010++ ++ == 2727



Raster registrationRaster registration
Rasters should be registered to Rasters should be registered to 
a map projectiona map projection

Just like vector datasetsJust like vector datasets

Use georeferencing tools Use georeferencing tools 
Register to a projectionRegister to a projection
Set coordinates for cell locationsSet coordinates for cell locations
Part of ArcGISPart of ArcGIS
(do not need Spatial Analyst)(do not need Spatial Analyst)

Use projection toolsUse projection tools

Change projectionChange projection

Map projection coordinate spaceMap projection coordinate space

Raster coordinate spaceRaster coordinate space



Raster resamplingRaster resampling

How rasters with different cell geometries are How rasters with different cell geometries are 
combinedcombined
Controlled by the output raster environmentControlled by the output raster environment

Output cell center is compared to input cell centersOutput cell center is compared to input cell centers
Nearest input cell value is used (other techniques Nearest input cell value is used (other techniques 
available)available)

Input raster:  Input raster:  
4 x 44 x 4

Output raster:  Output raster:  
2 x 22 x 2



Raster cell valuesRaster cell values
Raster cell valuesRaster cell values

Integer or floating point Integer or floating point —— depends on raster formatdepends on raster format
ESRI grid, TIF, 1MG, andESRI grid, TIF, 1MG, and
ER ER MapperMapper support bothsupport both
See help for detailsSee help for details

Integer: Discrete dataInteger: Discrete data
(like land use and vegetation)(like land use and vegetation)

Floating point: Continuous dataFloating point: Continuous data
(like distance and rainfall)(like distance and rainfall)

NoData: Special flag valueNoData: Special flag value
Indicates no measurement for a cellIndicates no measurement for a cell
Numeric value varies with formatNumeric value varies with format

0 1 1 2

No
data 1 1 1

no 
data 1 2 2

1 1 2 2

Vegetation
0 = Rock
1= Forest
2 = Water

1.12 1.75 1.81 2.03

0.26 1.63 1.87 1.98

0.00 0.91 0.73 1.98

10.00 0.18 no
data

no
data

Integer

Floating

Rainfall
(inches)



Raster attribute tablesRaster attribute tables
All singleAll single--band, integer band, integer 
rasters have rasters have ““virtualvirtual”” tablestables

Created onCreated on--thethe--fly by ArcGISfly by ArcGIS

Support ArcMap joins and relatesSupport ArcMap joins and relates

Integer ESRI grids have real Integer ESRI grids have real 
tablestables

Support ArcMap joins and relatesSupport ArcMap joins and relates

Support userSupport user--defined fieldsdefined fields

Use fields in analysis and queriesUse fields in analysis and queries



Raster zones and regionsRaster zones and regions
Organizations of cells within an Organizations of cells within an 
integer rasterinteger raster

Zone: All sameZone: All same--value cells in a value cells in a 
raster, connected or notraster, connected or not

•• Part of data model Part of data model —— a row in the a row in the 
attribute tableattribute table

Region: A group of connected Region: A group of connected 
samesame--(unique)(unique)--value cellsvalue cells

•• Not part of data model Not part of data model —— concept concept 
only only —— also a zonealso a zone

Some Spatial Analyst tools work Some Spatial Analyst tools work 
with zones and regionswith zones and regions

0 1 1 2

No
data 1 1 1

no 
data 1 2 2

1 1 2 2

Vegetation
0 = Rock
1= Forest
2 = Water



Raster formatsRaster formats
The format is how cells are stored in The format is how cells are stored in 
a rastera raster

ArcGlSArcGlS supports dozens of raster supports dozens of raster 
formatsformats

Various image formats (SID, 1MG, TIF, Various image formats (SID, 1MG, TIF, 
more...)more...)
ESRI grid and grid stackESRI grid and grid stack
ESRI ArcSDE rasterESRI ArcSDE raster
ESRI raster datasetESRI raster dataset
ESRI raster catalogESRI raster catalog

All may be managed in ArcCatalogAll may be managed in ArcCatalog

All may be used with Spatial Analyst All may be used with Spatial Analyst 
toolstools



Raster format essentialsRaster format essentials

•• All raster formats are basically the sameAll raster formats are basically the same
Cells organized in a matrix of rows and columnsCells organized in a matrix of rows and columns
Content is more important than format: data or picture?Content is more important than format: data or picture?

Raster pictures
•Scanned maps
•Satellite images 
(classified)
•Photos of  buildings

Good for mapping
•Backgrounds

Good for attributes 
•Picture of house 

Bad for analysis

Raster data 
•Elevation
•Land use codes
•Population density

Good for analysis
•Slope from elevation

Good for mapping
•Thematic layers
•Derivative products 
(like shaded relief)



Image formatsImage formats

Often have multiple filesOften have multiple files
Like O37076C8.TIF and  O37076C8.tfwLike O37076C8.TIF and  O37076C8.tfw
Easy to manage with ArcCatalogEasy to manage with ArcCatalog

Some are designed for picturesSome are designed for pictures
Do not store spatial information like Do not store spatial information like 
projectionprojection
ArcGIS ArcGIS ““enhancesenhances”” with AUX, RRD fileswith AUX, RRD files

Some are designed for geospatial Some are designed for geospatial 
datadata

Have builtHave built--in support for spatial in support for spatial 
informationinformation
ERDAS IMG, Lizard Tech MrSID, ERDAS IMG, Lizard Tech MrSID, 
GeoTIFFGeoTIFF, etc., etc.

Compression can slow analysisCompression can slow analysis
Spatial Analyst must deSpatial Analyst must de--compress firstcompress first



ESRI grid formatESRI grid format
Native format for Spatial Native format for Spatial 
AnalystAnalyst

Default output from most Default output from most 
toolstools
A folder containing multiple A folder containing multiple 
filesfiles
Have associated INFO tablesHave associated INFO tables
(manage grids with (manage grids with 
ArcCatalog only)ArcCatalog only)

Two types:Two types:
Floating point Floating point —— continuous continuous 
data (usually)data (usually)
Integer Integer —— discrete data discrete data 
(usually)(usually)

•• Integer grids may have userInteger grids may have user--
defined attribute fieldsdefined attribute fields



The analysis environmentsThe analysis environments

Control how an output raster is createdControl how an output raster is created
Set for geoprocessing and Spatial Analyst toolbar Set for geoprocessing and Spatial Analyst toolbar ——
independentindependent

Output workspaceOutput workspace

Output rasterOutput raster

ExtentExtent

ProjectionProjection

Input rasterInput raster

Cell SizeCell Size

MaskMask



Setting the output cell sizeSetting the output cell size

Rasters are resampled during analysisRasters are resampled during analysis
Combine rasters with different cell sizes, output another Combine rasters with different cell sizes, output another 
sizesize

Output options:Output options:
Maximum of inputs (default)Maximum of inputs (default)
Minimum of inputsMinimum of inputs
Same as layerSame as layer
As specifiedAs specified

30m30m 10m10m

Maximum of InputsMaximum of Inputs

==

30m30m

30m30m 10m10m

Minimum of InputsMinimum of Inputs

==

10m10m



Setting the output extentSetting the output extent
Controls the width Controls the width 
and height of the and height of the 
output rasteroutput raster

Combine rasters Combine rasters 
with different with different 
extents, output extents, output 
another extentanother extent

Output options:Output options:
Union of inputs Union of inputs 
(default)(default)
Intersection of Intersection of 
inputsinputs
Same as layerSame as layer
Same as displaySame as display
As specifiedAs specified

In1In1 In2In2 Union of outputsUnion of outputs

Intersection of outputsIntersection of outputs
In1In1 In2In2



Setting the analysis maskSetting the analysis mask
Defines areas where analysis is performedDefines areas where analysis is performed

Useful for clipping to irregular shapesUseful for clipping to irregular shapes
Vector maskVector mask

Only cells covered by features are output (others set to NoData)Only cells covered by features are output (others set to NoData)
Create a feature mask with selection and exportCreate a feature mask with selection and export

•• Raster maskRaster mask
Only cells covered by valued cells are output (others set to NoDOnly cells covered by valued cells are output (others set to NoData)ata)
Create a raster mask with several Spatial Analyst techniquesCreate a raster mask with several Spatial Analyst techniques

No dataNo data

OutputOutputInputInputMaskMask



Setting the output projectionSetting the output projection

Rasters may be projected during analysisRasters may be projected during analysis
Combine rasters in different projections, Combine rasters in different projections, 
output to anotheroutput to another

Output options:Output options:
Same as inputSame as input
Same as displaySame as display
Same as layer (geoprocessing only)Same as layer (geoprocessing only)
As specified (geoprocessing only)As specified (geoprocessing only)

Uses Uses ““Fast projectFast project””
Best for small areas at low latitudesBest for small areas at low latitudes

UTM UTM 

Lambert Lambert 



Setting the geoprocessing environmentsSetting the geoprocessing environments



Setting the toolbar environmentsSetting the toolbar environments



Exercise 3 overviewExercise 3 overview
Explore the analysis environmentExplore the analysis environment

Cell sizeCell size
Extent and snap rasterExtent and snap raster
MaskMask
ProjectionProjection

Clipping with the analysis environmentClipping with the analysis environment
With the extent (rectangular shape)With the extent (rectangular shape)
With the extent and mask (irregular shape)With the extent and mask (irregular shape)


